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Calculations of magnetisation reversal via a perpendicular exchange spring in soft-hard bilayers are
presented using the example of an FePt/FeRh bilayer which has recently been proposed as an
alternative medium for heat-assisted magnetic recording applications. We show that the standard
three-dimensional micromagnetic model fails to describe the coercivity reduction due to the fact that
at low interface exchange value, the domain wall penetration into the hard layer is not correctly
described within the continuous approach. A multiscale model based on atomic level simulations
near the interface and a micromagnetic approach far from it is proposed. This leads to improved
calculations of the exchange spring at the interface, allowing a detailed study of the magnetisation
reversal dynamics. As a result, the coercivity is found to saturate at an interfacial exchange value of
4% of the bulk value, the practical applications of which are discussed. In addition, the granular
structure in an FePt medium with different intergrain exchange parameters is considered. © 2005
American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1844931g
The FePt/FeRh magnetic bilayer has been recently pro-
posed by Thiele et al.1,2 as a potential medium for heat-
assisted magnetic recording. FeRh belongs to a class of ma-
terials with a metamagnetic transition; at room temperature
FexRh1−x alloy sx<0.5d is antiferromagnetic, undergoing a
transition to the ferromagnetic state at temperatures around
300–400 K depending on the concentration x. A remarkable
property of FeRh is that it has a similar lattice parameter to
FePt, one of the most promising candidates for future mag-
netic recording materials. Therefore, the two materials could
be grown epitaxially with good interfacial properties.3 The
advantage of the composite medium is that the antiferromag-
netic character of FeRh at room temperature could provide
additional thermal stability, while the coupling between FePt
and FeRh after the metamagnetic transition has occurred
could be used to lower the switching field via an exchange
spring mechanism. Thiele et al.1,2 have measured that a co-
ercivity reduction of FePt of two to three times could be
expected due to this coupling. This reduction of the coerciv-
ity is explained by the formation of a new sperpendiculard
type of exchange spring: the reversal starts in the soft phase
sFeRhd, then a Neel-type domain wall is formed which later
penetrates into the hard FePt phase and helps reverse its
magnetisation.1,4 The reduction of the coercivity will depend
strongly on the quality of the interface, which can be simu-
lated as a reduction of the interfacial exchange parameter Js.
Since the possibility of growing a bilayer with an ideal in-
terface is unlikely, it is important for future applications to
investigate the switching properties as a function of the re-
duced exchange interfacial parameter.
The standard approach to describe conventional in-plane
“exchange springs”5,6 used in many previous publications
and generalized recently to the case of the perpendicular ex-
change spring4 is a one-dimensional s1Dd model. It considers
a set of atomistic planes with the properties of FePt or FeRh,
each one represented by one magnetic moment. The magne-
tostatic contribution is taken into account in the demagneti-
sation field approximation. Our previous analytical and 1D
numerical calculations4 using this model have shown that the
coercivity reduction in the FePt layer due to the exchange
coupling to the FeRh layer strongly depends on the interfa-
cial exchange parameter and even for an exchange parameter
as low as 10% of the bulk value, a coercivity reduction of
FePt of up to 50% could be expected.
However, although a 1D approach in the past has been
widely used to describe exchange springs and is probably
justified by bilayers with a good in-plane film quality, a more
general approach is based on full three-dimensional s3Dd mi-
cromagnetic simulations that correctly take into account the
magnetostatic fields. The micromagnetic calculations also
provide a means to allow a noncoherent reversal, as well as
to consider the granular structure of the film which will be
done in the present paper. Our micromagnetic code includes
the full magnetostatic contribution using the dynamic alter-
nating direction implicit sDADId method.7 The minimization
method was the integration of the Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert
equation with large damping. For FePt we used the
following parameters: the anisotropy constant value K=2
3107 ergs/cm3 and the saturation magnetisation value Ms
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=1100 emu/cm3, and for FeRh we assumed K=0 and Ms
=1270 emu/cm3. The exchange stiffness parameter was con-
sidered to be the same for FePt and FeRh, A=10−6 ergs/cm.
The thickness of the film was assumed to be 15 nm of FePt
and and 30 nm of FeRh. The discretization length was taken
as 1.5 nm, smaller than the exchange-correlation length in
FePt, approximately 4.5 nm. The total simulated film had
dimensions of 1203120345 nm3. The boundary conditions
were taken as periodic in the film plane. Perpendicular to it,
free-space elements were added to simulate zero padding for
the magnetostatic potential.
It is clear that the switching properties of FePt will
strongly depend on the domain-wall formation at the inter-
face. We have checked that the numerically calculated
domain-wall profile in pure FePt has the correct width in
comparison to the theoretical prediction. In Fig. 1 we present
a comparison between a perpendicular exchange spring fthe
dependence Mzszdg calculated within a 1D atomistic ap-
proach and 3D micromagnetic simulations when the ex-
change between the two layers has almost the bulk value.
Although the two models give slightly different coercive
fields, for the applied fields close to the switching field the
domain walls are almost identical. Therefore, our micromag-
netic approach correctly describes the domain-wall forma-
tion in this sstrongly coupledd case.
In the experimental situation the interfacial exchange
could be expected to be small in comparison with the bulk
exchange value. Our recent results8 show that at low interfa-
cial exchange, the domain wall formed in FeRh penetrates
into FePt for several interatomic spacings. This penetration is
not present in the micromagnetic approach where the mag-
netisation undergoes a jump at the interface. Consequently, at
reduced exchange values, the micromagnetic approach can-
not be expected to describe correctly the switching. For a
valid description we use a multiscale model which we re-
cently proposed in Ref. 8. Several micromagnetic discretiza-
tion units in FePt and FeRh are discretized atomistically with
the correct FePt and FeRh structures. The exchange interac-
tion inside these “atomistic” cells is taken into account
through the Heisenberg model. The exchange interaction be-
tween these cells and outer micromagnetic cells are taken
into account via the micromagnetic exchange with averaged
spins from the atomistic cells. The magnetostatic interactions
were also evaluated between averaged spins using the DADI
approach.
Figure 2 presents a comparison between the micromag-
netic domain wall at the FePt/FeRh interface and the multi-
scale approach for a small interfacial exchange parameter
value. The difference between the two domain walls is
clearly pronounced. The micromagnetic approximation, due
to incorrect discretization, does not produce a smooth do-
main wall. Additionally, it does not predict the penetration of
the domain wall into the hard phase which is essentially
responsible for the exchange spring effect in the coercivity
reduction.
As has been pointed out in Ref. 2, the granular structure
is an important feature of an FePt recording medium and
must be taken into account in the simulations. To reproduce
this realistic feature, we have introduced in our multiscale
model “the grains” with a size of 15 nm, grouping together
10310310 micromagnetic discretization units. Since the
grain size of FeRh may be much larger than that of FePt, the
FeRh medium was considered to be continuous. The easy
axes of the FePt grains were considered to be distributed
according to a Gaussian distribution with a small dispersion
of 5°. The intergrain exchange parameter J1 was assumed to
have a reduced value, with respect to the bulk value J. Figure
3 represents hysteresis cycles corresponding to small, and
intermediate intergrain exchange parameters and continuous
FePt medium. The interfacial exchange parameter is also
FIG. 1. Comparison of the FePt/FeRh domain-wall width for 3D micro-
magnetic and 1D atomistic approach for large interface exchange values and
for the applied field close to the switching field.
FIG. 2. Comparison between domain-wall structures calculated within mi-
cromagnetic and multiscale approach for a small interphase exchange value.
FIG. 3. Simulated hysteresis cycles for granular and continuous media using
a multiscale model.
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small in this case. The granular structure introduces addi-
tional nucleation centers so that the magnetisation reversal
process always starts earlier than that of the continuous me-
dium. In the case of a small intergrain exchange, the reversal
process takes place “grain by grain,” while for an intermedi-
ate intergrain exchange, once started, the reversal process
proceeds in one collective reversal.
In Fig. 4 we present the coercivity reduction for a granu-
lar and continuum media within the multiscale and micro-
magnetic approaches. It is clearly observed that the micro-
magnetic approach shows that in order to achieve a
significant coercivity reduction, a large interfacial exchange
is necessary. As was pointed out above, this is due to the fact
that in the micromagnetic approach the domain wall cannot
penetrate into the FePt medium and induce the magnetisation
reversal. In contrast, the multiscale approach shows a signifi-
cant coercivity reduction for interfacial exchange below 5%
of the bulk value. This result is independent of the presence
of the granular structure in FePt with or without appreciable
integrain exchange. Even if the intergrain exchange is small,
the domain wall formed in FeRh penetrates in each grain of
FePt, coupling them effectively through the FeRh and pro-
ducing faster switching.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the coercivity
reduction in FePt/FeRh bilayers is via a complex reversal
mechanism involving the penetration of an exchange spring
from the soft sFeRhd into the hard sFeRhd magnetic material.
For weak interlayer coupling the standard micromagnetic ap-
proach cannot reproduce this mechanism. The atomistic
model indicates that penetration to the length scale of a few
atomic units may be sufficient to induce the magnetisation
propagation in a hard material. However, the latter penetra-
tion is not allowed in the micromagnetic model due to the
lack of discretization. This emphasizes the necessity of ato-
mistic and, in general, multiscale models to describe prop-
erly the role of interfaces in the magnetisation reversal pro-
cess. The result may have a general importance for all cases
where the influence of small exchange on the switching
properties is considered, such as two-phase permanent
magnets.9,10 From the point of view of a FePt/FeRh bilayer
we have demonstrated that a small amount of interfacial ex-
change could suffice to decrease the coercivity of FePt by up
to 50%. The granular structure of FePt necessary for mag-
netic recording application does not modify the conclusion,
at least provided that the grain size of FeRh is much larger
than that of FePt. However, continuous FeRh layers are
shown to give rise to an effective exchange coupling within
the grains of the hard FePt layer.
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FIG. 4. Coercivity reduction in granular and continuous media within mi-
cromagnetic and multiscale approaches.
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